Reflective cover for iPhone 11
SKU: TEREFLECTIP6119

Hard cover made with reflective material for iPhone 11: colour Silver
Hard cover made with reflective material for iPhone 11: colour Pink
Hard cover made with reflective material for iPhone 11: colour Military
This innovative reflective cover for iPhone 11 lights up using the flash on your phone. Surprise your friends with the reflections and
bright colours of this cover that is made of unique modern material.
With the cover on, focus your smartphone camera on a reflective surface and activate the flash: the cover will appear illuminated in your
videos and stories. Take the perfect selfie at the disco, at night, in the city: you can see fun colour games and take wild photos.
Furthermore, this hard cover protects your device from bumps, dust and scratches. It has soft edges that wrap around the power and
volume keys, leaving sensors and connectors free.
Characteristics:
Cover that is reflective when illuminated by flash on smartphone
Hard with soft edges
Slots for camera, connectors and sensors
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Reflective cover for iPhone 11
SKU: TEREFLECTIP6119

Details
EAN: 8018417295218
Material: PC + TPU / Fabric

Pack:
Height Pack: 200 mm.
Width Pack: 90 mm.
Depth Pack: 12 mm.
Weight Pack: 60 g.

Inner:
Amount Inner: 6
Height Inner: 100 mm.
Width Inner: 90 mm.
Depth Inner: 220 mm.
Weight Inner: 420 g.

Master:
Amount Master: 72
Height Master: 120 mm.
Width Master: 490 mm.
Depth Master: 560 mm.
Weight Master: 5680 g.
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